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Abstract: Ergonomics in interventional radiology has not been thoroughly evaluated. Like any oper-
ators, interventional radiologists are exposed to the risk of work-related musculoskeletal disorders.
The use of lead shielding to radiation exposure and the lack of ergonomic principles developed so
far contribute to these disorders, which may potentially affect their livelihoods, quality of life, and
productivity. The objectives of this review were to describe the different situations encountered in
interventional radiology and to compile the strategies both available to date and in development to
improve ergonomics.

Keywords: computed tomography; ergonomics; interventional radiology; musculoskeletal disorders;
radiation exposure

1. Introduction

Interventional radiology is now considered an effective option for treating a wide
range of conditions [1,2]. It provides pain relief, improvement in function or quality of
life, and prolonged survival [1,3–5]. Additionally, interventional radiology comprises a
complex work environment with intensive psychological and physiological challenges [6].
As patient safety is a constant priority for interventional radiologists (IRs), most of them
neglect basic ergonomic principles during procedures as well as their own health, as already
observed in surgery [7–9].

To further optimize the performance and well-being of IRs, and meet the needs and
demands of the patients and care, research in ergonomics is now mandatory in interven-
tional radiology [10]. Ergonomics studies human interactions with elements. This has
led to the search for a reduction in work-related injuries, performance errors, and loss of
productivity [11]. IRs, like any physician who wears protective garments and stands during
procedures, are exposed to musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), which may ultimately lead
to work-related stress syndrome [8,11]. Despite increased awareness of the importance of er-
gonomics, it is currently insufficiently incorporated into everyday IR practices. The objectives
of this narrative review were to describe the different situations encountered in interventional
radiology when performing procedures under various image guidance and to compile the
strategies available to date to improve ergonomics in daily practice and in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

A literature search was performed on MEDLINE/PubMed focused on articles pub-
lished between January 2000 and March 2021. The terms “interventional radiology” OR
“surgery” AND “ergonomics” were used. The search was limited to the English language
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and covered all studies available until the search date. Study titles and abstracts were
screened by the primary author, with studies of potential relevance progressing to full
text screening. Where there was uncertainty regarding a study’s eligibility for inclusion,
two additional authors were consulted and, through discussion, a decision was made on
whether to include the study. A total of 84 articles were identified. Finally, 25 original
articles were selected based on their relevance. Additionally, all cited references were
analyzed to include additional papers related to the search and previously excluded by
the initial review. A total of 62 articles were included in this review article, which follows
the Scale for the Assessment of Narrative Review Articles [12]. All data were extracted by
the primary author and peer-reviewed by two others. Key findings of the studies were
extracted and narrated using a descriptive narrative synthesis method to facilitate the
integration of results derived from a variety of methodologies.

3. Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders
3.1. Definition

Injuries occur when the load placed on a tissue exceeds the capacity of that tissue or
when repeated exposure to lower loads, or risk factors, interferes with the ability of the
body to recover [13–16]. Accumulation of trauma to the muscles and tendons result in
chronic conditions identified as MSDs. Several regions, including the neck, upper back,
lower back, shoulder, and wrist/hand, may be affected [8,16–18].

3.2. Risk Factors

In interventional radiology, the use of anti-X aprons, in association with awkward
postures and non-ergonomic working conditions, might cause the onset of MSDs [19]. The
prevalence of neck and back pain at least once a week ranges from 50% to 60% for those
who use lead aprons frequently [8,20]. In a study involving interventional cardiologists,
almost 30% developed upper extremity injuries [21]. Orme et al. identified women as
presenting an increased risk of musculoskeletal pain [22], more specifically reported in the
wrist or hand [17,23]. Age and cumulative exposure to stress at work are risks of developing
MSDs [24]. However, up to 80% of younger physicians may also develop MSDs [24]. This
may be due to their limited experience and operational skills, resulting in higher grip
strength with instruments or excessive body contortion (Figure 1) or ergonomic settings
adjusted to the senior’s specification [24]. Interestingly, residents or young surgeons
complain significantly more of MSDs compared with seniors [9]. However, a bias toward
under-reporting discomfort may exist due to the general culture or the survivor effect,
whereby only healthier surgeons continue to operate [25,26].
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Figure 1. Percutaneous procedures performed under image guidance often require grip strength 
with instruments, bending for adequate needle positioning, and cervical rotation to visualize the 
screens: (A) vertebroplasty performed under cone-beam computed tomography; (B) cryoablation 
performed under computed tomography guidance. The resulting body contortion potentially 
leads to discomfort and musculoskeletal disorders. 

3.3. Consequences 
Work-related MSDs can cause pain and physical discomfort during procedures as 

well as time off work [13–16]. Unfortunately, work-related MSDs can also lead to work-
related stress syndrome, known as burnout [11,27–29]. Burnout was defined by Davila et 
al. [30] as “a unique affective multidimensional response to stress, the core components 
of which are emotional exhaustion, physical fatigue, and cognitive weariness”. Burnout 
has adverse physical and psychological effects that may be correlated with 
musculoskeletal pain, changes in pain perception, fatigue, cardiovascular health, and 
depression [15,30,31]. In a recent study performed on 569 surgeons, those who felt 
physical discomfort reported significantly lower satisfaction with their work (p = 0.024), 
higher burnout (p = 0.005), and significantly higher callousness toward people (p < 0.001) 
than those not fearing loss of career longevity [15]. One additional consequence may be 
that the youngest might be deterred from interventional radiology, especially when they 
are aware of the risk of MSDs, as was observed in surgery [27]. There is thus a need to 
further explore risk situations in interventional radiology; evaluate their effects on 
productivity, patient care, and patient satisfaction; and identify interventions that can 
promote the wellness of IRs. 

4. Situations Encountered in Interventional Radiology and Existing Solutions 
4.1. Ultrasound-Guided Procedures 

The awkward postures of the trunk, neck, and upper extremities used to perform 
ultrasound-guided procedures, as well as sustained or forceful gripping and downward 
force applied with the transducer, contribute to symptoms of discomfort and risk of injury 
[32]. An association with the number of individual studies per month (>100 scans), 
average scan time > 25 min, posture, high-pressure handgrip, and short stature (height < 
63 inches) was observed with MSDs in the hand and wrist [33,34]. In addition, posture, 
axial twisting, and excessive reach during exams can lead to back, neck, and shoulder pain 
[35]. A recent study demonstrated that work-related MSDs in sonographers is highly 
prevalent, with 86% of those surveyed being affected [34]. Sonographers’ pain is more 
severe and worsens at a greater rate compared with others. IRs should vary their exam 
postures throughout their working day. Hand stretching exercises can help reduce muscle 
tension [36]. Alternating hand-holding the transducer can also reduce cumulative strain 
on the dominant hand. Arm abduction should be limited and neutral body positioning 
maintained, aided by positioning the monitor directly in front of the operator. The use of 
indirect lighting can limit visual fatigue. 

Figure 1. Percutaneous procedures performed under image guidance often require grip strength
with instruments, bending for adequate needle positioning, and cervical rotation to visualize the
screens: (A) vertebroplasty performed under cone-beam computed tomography; (B) cryoablation
performed under computed tomography guidance. The resulting body contortion potentially leads
to discomfort and musculoskeletal disorders.
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3.3. Consequences

Work-related MSDs can cause pain and physical discomfort during procedures as
well as time off work [13–16]. Unfortunately, work-related MSDs can also lead to work-
related stress syndrome, known as burnout [11,27–29]. Burnout was defined by Davila
et al. [30] as “a unique affective multidimensional response to stress, the core components
of which are emotional exhaustion, physical fatigue, and cognitive weariness”. Burnout
has adverse physical and psychological effects that may be correlated with musculoskeletal
pain, changes in pain perception, fatigue, cardiovascular health, and depression [15,30,31].
In a recent study performed on 569 surgeons, those who felt physical discomfort reported
significantly lower satisfaction with their work (p = 0.024), higher burnout (p = 0.005), and
significantly higher callousness toward people (p < 0.001) than those not fearing loss of
career longevity [15]. One additional consequence may be that the youngest might be
deterred from interventional radiology, especially when they are aware of the risk of MSDs,
as was observed in surgery [27]. There is thus a need to further explore risk situations in
interventional radiology; evaluate their effects on productivity, patient care, and patient
satisfaction; and identify interventions that can promote the wellness of IRs.

4. Situations Encountered in Interventional Radiology and Existing Solutions
4.1. Ultrasound-Guided Procedures

The awkward postures of the trunk, neck, and upper extremities used to perform
ultrasound-guided procedures, as well as sustained or forceful gripping and downward force
applied with the transducer, contribute to symptoms of discomfort and risk of injury [32].
An association with the number of individual studies per month (>100 scans), average scan
time > 25 min, posture, high-pressure handgrip, and short stature (height < 63 inches) was
observed with MSDs in the hand and wrist [33,34]. In addition, posture, axial twisting,
and excessive reach during exams can lead to back, neck, and shoulder pain [35]. A recent
study demonstrated that work-related MSDs in sonographers is highly prevalent, with 86%
of those surveyed being affected [34]. Sonographers’ pain is more severe and worsens at a
greater rate compared with others. IRs should vary their exam postures throughout their
working day. Hand stretching exercises can help reduce muscle tension [36]. Alternating
hand-holding the transducer can also reduce cumulative strain on the dominant hand.
Arm abduction should be limited and neutral body positioning maintained, aided by
positioning the monitor directly in front of the operator. The use of indirect lighting can
limit visual fatigue.

4.2. Procedures Performed under Angiography and Cone-Beam Computed Tomography

In the angio suite, IRs must comply with recommendations to limit the radiation
exposure to themselves [37,38]. A central piece of shielding is the lead apron. The lead
apron is a heavy piece (up to 15 pounds) of radiation protection that should be worn by
all staff working in this environment (Figure 2A). However, it can increase pressure in the
lumbar or cervical discs [8,39]. The impact of anti-X aprons on fitness for work assessment
has not been investigated, particularly in subjects with MSDs [19]. The correlation between
anti-X apron-wearing and the occurrence of MSDs remains unclear, although the possible
discomfort of workers using anti-X aprons appears more evident. Although further studies
are needed to clarify the role of these protective devices in the generation of MSDs and to
offer specific ergonomic solutions for IRs, it is now recommended to use a two-part coat or
one with a suitable belt (Figure 2B). Therefore, the weight is distributed across the shoulders
and waist. Careful selection of personal protective garments is thus important and they
must fit properly [8]. The shielding material for protective aprons has evolved into lighter
weight, composite, or fully lead-free materials while still providing similar protection [40].
Although these materials decrease the pressure on the spine, they do not avoid additional
pressure load, which justifies removing the coat between procedures. Some devices have
been designed to completely avoid the apron [41]. Freestanding, suspended, or movable
shields exist, and can be positioned behind the operator to provide substantial protection.
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However, attention must be paid to avoid uncomfortable body positions while using
such devices because of the reduction in space. Leaded glasses with large lenses and
protective side shields are also recommended but adoption is limited due to their weight
and discomfort.
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Ideally, the screen should be in front of the operator to avoid the combined stress of 
rotation and extension (Figure 3). The monitor should be placed just below eye level 
[11,32]. The reason for this is that the neck muscles are relaxed at a downward viewing 
angle of 10°–15°. This position can improve operator comfort by further reducing axial 
stress during procedures. Ceiling-mounted monitors have the added benefit of being able 
to be placed in a wide variety of positions [42]. Using a large screen and a broadcast video 
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Figure 2. The lead apron is a heavy piece of radiation protection that should be worn by all staff
working in the angio suite but it increases the risk of musculoskeletal disorders (A). A lighter two-part
coat (arrows) helps to distribute the weight across the shoulders and waist and must fit properly to
improve radiation protection (B).

Special attention should also be paid to the position of the cervical spine, which is often
extended and rotated in the angio suite due to the positions of devices and monitors. Ideally,
the screen should be in front of the operator to avoid the combined stress of rotation and
extension (Figure 3). The monitor should be placed just below eye level [11,32]. The reason
for this is that the neck muscles are relaxed at a downward viewing angle of 10◦–15◦. This
position can improve operator comfort by further reducing axial stress during procedures.
Ceiling-mounted monitors have the added benefit of being able to be placed in a wide
variety of positions [42]. Using a large screen and a broadcast video system may allow an
ergonomic multimodal visualization by gathering all information provided by the systems
used in the angio suite, such as ultrasound, X-rays, picture archiving and communication
system and CT scan (Figure 3D). It helps to limit the risk of postural and visual fatigue
by reducing the head and body movements used to navigate and search screens [32,43].
This can further contribute to dose reduction for the patient and staff by allowing digital
magnification [44].

Among the items particularly important in the angio suite, the height of the table must
be adjusted to allow the elbow joint to remain in a neutral position for most of the operating
time to avoid the operator bending forward (Figure 1A). Surgical tables positioned at a
height up to 5 cm above the elbow height improves the position of operators (Figure 2B). A
study performed during laparoscopic procedures demonstrated that this position allows
the biceps brachii to remain at less than 15% of maximum muscle activity while reducing
back, shoulder, and wrist discomfort [45]. Moreover, it was demonstrated that standing
on a softer surface is more comfortable and less fatiguing than standing on hard floor for
prolonged periods of time. Mats or insoles may help to address this issue [46].
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Figure 3. During procedures performed under ultrasound (A), X-rays (B), or under computed
tomography scan (C), the screens should be placed in front of the operator to allow a downward
viewing angle of 10–15◦, which improves the position of the operator’s cervical spine during the
whole procedure. Ceiling-mounted monitors can be placed in a wide variety of positions while
gathering all the information needed by the operator, including the electromagnetic navigation
system, and reducing the congestion of space (D, arrow). Head and body movements used to
navigate and search among the screens of all the systems required are therefore limited (to the right,
as shown by the dashed line).

4.3. Procedures Performed under Computed Tomography and Positron Emission Tomography Scan

Computed tomography (CT) is used to guide a wide range of interventional pro-
cedures in various locations ranging from biopsies to ablations [47]. Likewise, positron
emission tomography can be used in some indications [48,49]. Apart from the require-
ments related to radiation exposure, which are the same as in the angio suite, the design
of these systems implies that the operator must work near or in the CT tunnel in an
awkward or poor posture. As such, the operator must often lean or bend to accomplish
procedures (Figure 1B). Interestingly, no ergonomic evaluation has been carried out specifi-
cally with these systems. Surgical nippers, advanced visualization, fusion imaging, and
electromagnetic navigation can help reduce procedural time while improving IR position
(Figure 3D) [50,51].

4.4. Magnetic Resonance Imaging Guided Interventions

Performing procedures under magnetic resonance (MR) guidance eliminates the need
for protective lead aprons. Compared with CT scan, open field magnets can facilitate
the procedure by providing wide access to the bore, improving the position of IRs [52].
However, working under strong magnetic fields has specific requirements [53]. Safety
issues include the biological effects of magnetic fields, burns and hearing damage, projectile
effects, and compatibility of peripheral equipment. Noise can be a major problem for
IRs operating in this environment [54]; It can affect concentration and productivity [32].
Appropriate materials should be selected for operator protection, such as noise reduction
headphones, as well as ceiling, floor, and walls to control noise. Regular maintenance of
the equipment is also recommended.

5. Future Developments
5.1. Prevention and Physical Exercise

There is a lack of evidence for scientifically proven methods for the prevention of
MSDs, not only in interventional radiology [8]. However, back pain may be mitigated
and reduced by applying practical recommendations such as keeping the spine supple
and back muscles strong and fatigue-resistant; avoiding spending long periods of time
in lordotic or fully flexed positions, as well as rapid and awkward bending movements,
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especially in the early morning; lifting slowly with the spine balanced and slightly bent,
muscles relaxed, and the weigh close to and in front of the body; building up the back’s
strength slowly when starting an activity; and sleeping on one’s side rather than on the
back. The implementation of such physical exercise training to develop strength, resistance,
coordination, and stabilization in interventional radiology might be interesting to prevent
MSDs but confounding factors will render its evaluation challenging [55].

5.2. Training

The effects of training on the occurrence of musculoskeletal pain and discomfort has
been demonstrated but need to be further evaluated in interventional radiology. A better
knowledge of ergonomics can considerably reduce MSDs and must be implemented early in
the career [56]. To prevent or mitigate back pain, the most basic method of prevention is to
identify and stop performing the activity responsible for the pain [8]. The implementation
of an ergonomics program in the IR course appears valuable at the earliest phases of
medical training. Changing posture, reduction in the time in the interventional room, and
a reduction in the overall caseload may reduce the occurrence of MSDs [7]. When possible,
sitting is better than standing from an ergonomic perspective [9]. Micro breaks of two
minutes every 20–40 min may be considered [57].

5.3. Specialization and Design of Interventional Equipments

In interventional radiology, the integration of ergonomics in the workplace must
balance the ergonomic disadvantages of shielding [11]. Specific recommendations for
the angiographic room must now be provided to preserve the well-being of IRs [58].
Firstly, equipment dedicated to IRs is needed [59]. It was demonstrated that specialization
of the systems by assigning image-guided interventions to the interventional suite and
diagnostic imaging to the dedicated equipment improves efficiency by maximizing use
while limiting spatial issues of walking between different physical workspaces to perform
interventions [60]. Hybrid CT/angiography system (angio-CT) is a promising option
integrating all imaging modalities within the same room [60]. All are interfaced on the
same monitor. This may help to reduce the movement of staff and patients by improving
workflow and production. Radiation experts, physicians, and administration must further
work together to design the next generation of ergonomic and specialized interventional
suites [10].

5.4. Robotics and New Technologies

The development of robotics can improve the accuracy of procedures while limiting
radiation exposure to staff [61]. This may open up new horizons for IRs in terms of
ergonomics such as those already observed in surgery [62]. The new generation of robotic
cone-beam computed tomography system, known as the hybrid operating room, helps
limit radiation exposure and improve user experience and workflow efficiency, even in
complex working positions at the head, neck, or left side of the patient, while increasing
the adoption of advanced image guidance in daily practice [63]. Exoskeletons may help to
reduce loads by bearing the weight of the shielding but they have to be further evaluated
as working tasks in interventional radiology generally involve multiple movements, which
may be restricted by such a system [64]. Additionally, augmented or mixed reality may
enhance guidance by allowing head-up display or advanced 3D visualization [65,66].

6. Conclusions

The prevalence and impact of MSDs on IR practice requires increased awareness
and prevention. Improvements in the ergonomics of interventional radiology have the
potential to alleviate these symptoms, improve productivity and performance, reduce time
off work, extend careers, and ultimately improve patient care. Training programs focused
on ergonomics are now mandatory as is an evolution in the design of medical devices and
interventional suites.
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